
Submission to the ACT Legislative Assembly Inquiry into Disability  

 

I provide this submission to the ACT Legislative Assembly inquiry from my recent experience as a 
temporary employee with a disability in the Chief Minister’s Directorate from April 2016 to 
February 2017 at the Senior Officer Grade A level 

 

I declared my low vision disability when completing the pre-employment checks with the then Land 
Development Agency in April 2016 and the first impression was the lack of contact from any 
disability engagement officer to inquire of my immediate requirements to ensure my integration 
into the workplace from day one.  In my time at the LDA I was not contacted by any designated 
officer who was responsible for integrating officers with a disability at any time.  I did see some 
corporate information making claims which from my perspective were more propaganda than the 
actual lived experience. 

I was left to make my own arrangements through Job Access (the Commonwealth Government 
program which provides vital technology to allow disabled workers functioning in the workplace.  I 
have about ten thousand dollars of work assistive technology which I own and carry from work place 
to workplace to allow me to continue to function in the workforce.  At a minimum what was 
required was a new workplace assessment for the new work location to identify if any further 
provision of technology was required. 

The workplace assessment identified two additional pieces of technology which were required 
however, the inherent limitations of the Job Access program came into effect which there is a 
requirement for a minimum of a thirteen week’s contract to trigger the scheme which is merely a 
guideline.  My first contract was for ten weeks and then was extended for another three months but 
Job Access rigidly applied the guideline thus preventing me from using many thousands of dollars of 
assistive technology efficiently in the workplace.  I raised the matter with my Federal Member, Dr 
Leigh’s Office who made enquiries on my behalf and advised me correctly that the thirteen week 
criteria were discretionary however Job Access were not applying that as discretionary in my case. 

Such criteria if not applied discretionary will directly impact the ability of disabled workers to receive 
work assistive technologies when more jobs are temporary or casual so the Committee should 
consider making representations for Commonwealth Officials to attend and give evidence on the 
structural limitations of the Job Access scheme. 

Secondly, the LDA installed a new security system which prevented workers from moving between 
floors and with a low vision disability movement down the fire stairs between floors was unsuitable 
because the stairs were firstly at a unsafe gradient given the building was built in the nineteen 
seventies and the stairs did not have any reflected strips which are used to indicate the end of each 
stair. 

I raised the matter in October with management that the implementation of security system 
apparently had occurred without considering access issues as the stairs had not reflective strips 
installed prior to it going live.  This suggests a fundamental ignorance of access issues with respect to 
disabled workers.  When I completed my final contract in February 2017 the matter had yet to be 
addressed and as I suggested in October would have represented a breach of the Territory’s duty of 
care under the respective Work Health Safety legislation.  The building was leased by the Territory 
but I am unsure if representations were made to the building owner. 



I have shared these experiences as a lived experience of the issues facing workers with a disability in 
the ACTPS which may be contrary to the glossy brochures. 

I am happy to expand on this material if the Committee considered it useful. 
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